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Andrea Bocelli Live in Tuscany  
 

Friday 27 – Sunday 29 July 2018 
 
 
 
Join Maestro Bocelli for this truly once in a lifetime experience as he performs in his 
hometown of Lajatico. Promising to be like nothing you have witnessed before, 
Bocelli will draw from his extensive repertoire of songs, making sure that you and 
your guests are left speechlees and in awe of the sublime performance.  
 
This superb weekend includes flights from London City Airport, 4 star hotel 
accommodation for two nights and dinner, as well as prime seats for the concert. 
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Your accommodation: The 4 Star Grand Hotel Cavour.  
 
Our base for this very special occasion is the Grand Hotel Cavour, a truly magnificent 
and historic hotel in the heart of Florence. This 13th Century mansion is just minutes 
from the monuments that make it the world’s most unique city; you can enjoy a 
breath-taking view from the rooftop on the Divina Terrazza; you can walk step by 
step through history in the rooms of the thirteenth century mansion, the place 
where Dante Alighieri fell madly in love with his sweetheart Beatrice. Directly 
opposite Bargello, a stone’s throw from Piazza della Signoria and the Uffuzi Gallery 
to name a few.  
 
Not only is the hotel a perfect base to explore the cities many sights and culinary 
delights, but it also boasts one of the finest restaurants itself – the ‘Cantinetta degli 
Angeli’ (The Angels’ Tavern) is an intimate Medieval restaurant with characteristic 
low ceilings and vaulted arches, accompanied by exquisite Italian cuisine. We advise 
guests to pre-book to avoid disappointment. 
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Provisional Itinerary: 
 
Friday 27 July  
 
10.45 depart London City Airport  
14.15 arrive Florence Airport and take a short transfer to the Grand Hotel Cavour 
followed by free time to enjoy the sights of Florence.  
 
Saturday 28 July  
The day is yours until our afternoon departure from Florence through the stunning 
scenery of the Tuscan hills to Lajatico 
Pre-show dinner, a typical and authentic rustic Tuscan menu served with locally 
sourced food, drinks and wine at Agriturismo Da Pasquino.   
 
Following dinner there will be a walk to the venue through the stunning village of 
Lajatico 
  
20.15 Andrea Bocelli on stage  
Following the show, we return you to the Grand Hotel Cavour 
 
Sunday 29 July  
 
The morning is yours until our afternoon departure to Florence Airport  
17.50 depart Florence Airport   
19.25 arrive London City Airport  
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What’s included 
 
 
 
 
Package 1       
 

 Return flights to Florence from 
London City Airport  

 2 night hotel stay in the 
sublime 4 star Grand Hotel 
Cavour  

 Breakfast included 
 Category 1 tickets for the 

Andrea Bocelli concert 
 Pre-concert dinner at 

Agriturismo Da Pasquino, a 
typical rustic Tuscan menu, 
served with local wine 

 Luxury coach transfers 
(Airport/Hotel & Hotel 
/Lajatico) 

 Event Manager in attendance 
 
Price per person £1, 495 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Package 2  
 

 Return flights to Florence from 
London City Airport  

 2 night hotel stay in the 
sublime 4 star Grand Hotel 
Cavour  

 Breakfast included 
 Category 2 tickets for the 

Andrea Bocelli concert 
 Pre-concert dinner at 

Agriturismo Da Pasquino, a 
typical rustic Tuscan menu, 
served with local wine 

 Luxury coach transfers 
(Airport/Hotel & Hotel 
/Lajatico) 

 Event Manager in attendance 
 
Price per person £1, 245 
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